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Plato found it necessary to restrict every exchange of goods, every selling 
and buying to a public market place in his ideal state. Any market should be 
strongly controlled by state authorities like nomophylakes, agoranomoi and 
astynomoi with entire responsibility for fair business and fair prices. No hon-
orable citizen should be engaged in trade because it corrupts good moral … 
and so on.
Ancient societies entertained heavy prejudices against merchants although 
needed instantly their services. Functioning markets, long-distance and large-
scale trade were of utmost interest for every ancient community.
The legal framework of selling and buying was mostly a product of indi-
vidual’s autonomy and state interference. The main rules of liability or risk 
allocation were usually formed by every day practice as some kind of law in 
action. Besides, state authorities tried to shape the outlines of the “law of sale” 
interfering through statutes or jurisdiction. The access to court was granted to 
foreigners mostly under the condition of a publicly controlled market.
There are several tensions in the legal framework of sale, for instance be-
tween individuals and state, vendors and buyers, citizens and foreigners … 
A Colloquium held in October 5-8, 2012 in Budapest under the title “Sale 
and Community” focused on the main problems and discussed the fascinating 
8topic. The meeting was supported by the research project TAMOP 4.2.2/B-
10/1-2010-0012 of the University of Szeged.
Beside the contributors of this volume, distinguished scholars partici-
pated, discussed or moderated sessions: Roger Bagnall (New York), Sophie 
Démare-Lafont (Paris), Michele Faraguna (Trieste), Rudolph Haensch (Mu-
nich), Denis Kehoe (New Orleans), Francois Lerouxel (Paris), Anne Regourd 
(Vienna-Leeds) and Cornelia Wunsch (London).
It was the 5th meeting of the research group “Legal Documents in Ancient 
Societies”, established in 2008 for comparative studies on the field of ancient 
legal history. The main aim of this research group is to enhance a fruitful 
cooperation between scholars of Ancient Near East, Ancient Greece, Ancient 
Egypt, the Hellenistic World and the Roman Empire. After successful confer-
ences in Rom, Washington D.C., Leuven and Trieste the honor felt to Szeged 
to be able to host excellent colleagues from all over the world. For further 
information see http://www.ldas-conf.com.
Many thanks are due for motivating discussions and encouraging ideas 
to all participants. During the seven years of our collaboration I learned a lot 
from different methods, approaches and ideas.
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